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ABSTRACT: 3D printing makes the low volume manufacture of smart and miniature electrical 
connectors practical. A hybrid electrical connector Additive Manufacturing (AM) process has been 
studied. The hybrid 3D printing platform integrates functions of component 3D printing, pre-
fabricated component embedding and electronic circuit interconnecting. For connector polymer 
housing 3D printing, extrusion based 3D printing technology is most appropriate. Polymer 
housings made with other 3D printing technologies can also be pre-fabricated and used in the 
process. Robotic material handling systems place the pre-fabricated components, including metal 
contacts and PCB boards, into cavities of the connector housing before the cavities are fully 
closed. Electrical circuit traces are created by depositing conductive ink channels to realize 
electrical interconnections. Auxiliary functions including potting and curing are also needed to 
fulfill connector manufacturing requirements. Some electrical connector 3D printing applications 
have also been studied on a customized commercial machine platform. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In electrical interconnection, the intelligentization and miniaturization development trends drive 
more and more connector products to be multifunctional. Many of them have complex structures, 
and even are no longer pure traditional connectors. Meanwhile, drastic market competition 
requires the connector production to be of low-volume and customizable.  
 
The fast development of Additive Manufacturing (AM), robotics, machine vision, and Artificial 
Intelligence technologies, have introduced new flexible tool-less production methods [Carbon3D 
Company (2016)][Jcobs (1996)], which are especially good for reducing the production cost and 
increasing speeds of low volume productions. So far, there is no well-developed AM production 
system for electrical connector manufacturing. 
 
An electrical connector AM platform, which integrates 3D printing technologies, robotic material 
handling, and machine vision with the intelligent control of automatic process planning software 
system to realize automatic, tool-less, direct digital manufacturing of electrical connector products, 
has been investigated in this study. 
 
2. ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR AM PLATFORM CONCEPT 
 
The following sections present an overview of the functional requirements for electrical connector 
AM platform, followed by a system conceptual design.  
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2.1 Platform Functional Requirements 
Three major components comprise most connector products: mechanical housing, 
electrical/electronic components, and metal contacts. Ideally, all components are directly 3D 
printed with AM technologies. However, to temporarily bypass technical limitations and save 
investments, components produced by external processes should also be used. Therefore, this 
platform performs not only a component fabrication function, but also assembly at a certain extent. 
Detailed platform function analysis is as follows. 

1)  Polymer housing 3D printing 

For most connector products, exterior housings are made of thermoplastic materials, such as ABS, 
PBT, PPS, or PEEK. Meanwhile, with new requirements of light-weight, harsh environment 
application, and multi-function, new connector housing materials such as thermoplastic 
polyurethane are being adopted.  
 
With the requirement of miniaturization, geometry features of electrical connectors become finer 
and finer. To be assembled with metal contacts correctly, connector housings must be made with 
high dimensional and geometric accuracies, many of which are in sub-micron level. 

2)  Metal contact 3D printing 

AM technologies are cost effective to create metal contacts with surface textures, which may have 
potential for contact resistance improvement and reducing precious metal consumption. Metal 
contact AM technologies also improve system flexibility. 

3)  PCB-less circuit 3D printing 

Currently, Printed Circuit Board (PCB) has been widely used for integrating electronic and 
electrical components. Recently, PCB-less electrical circuits are increasingly being adopted 
because the conventional 2D geometry significantly limits product design innovation and the 
performance enhancement. One example is that the 3D conformal antenna inside cell phones 
reduces component quantity, mass, space requirement, and material & process  (no assembly 
required) costs.  

4)  Vision guided material handling 

To produce various types of products on one manufacturing platform, intelligent and flexible 
material handling is a must-have feature. Vision guided material handling performs component 
identification, handling, assembly, in-process monitoring and visual inspection functions. 

5)  Component connecting 

Conformal 3D printing is the process of depositing materials on freeform 3D surfaces. It can 
combine multiple components together with adhesives, interconnect electrical components with 
conductive inks, perform over-molding operations, and lay down conformal 3D antennas with 
conductive materials.  

Besides conformal 3D printing, adhesion, staking and welding processes are also needed for 
combining individual components together.  

2.2 Electrical Connector AM Platform  
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Based on the function analysis above, an electrical connector AM platform has been designed. As 
illustrated in Figure 1, this system is composed of four major components, which are a precision 
multi-axis motion system, a robotic material handling system, AM work stations, and a process 
planning & real-time control module. 

 
 
 

Pre-fabricated connector housings and components enter the system from the beginning. The 
robotic material handling system places them into work stations for processing. By following the 
process planning of each product, work pieces are transferred through each work station in 
sequence. The robotic material handling system also performs embedded component insertion 
(assembly) during the connector manufacturing. A high accuracy multi-axis motion system 
provides precision motion control for 3D printing in each AM work station. Based on cost 
consideration, technology feasibility and applicability, work stations in this system perform 
polymer housing printing, metal contact printing, 3D circuit printing, curing/post-processing, and 
online inspection.  
 
Automatic process planning software and real-time process control software are the central 
nervous system of this electrical connector AM platform. Process planning software receives 
production information from upper-stream production planning system, and generates the machine 
motion codes for each hardware unit from product design models. Then real-time process control 
software receives these machine codes, sends them to hardware units, and collects feedback 
information. 
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Fig. 1.  Electrical connector AM platform framework 
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3. APPLICATION CASES 
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concept. Two application cases have been studied on this platform. Key findings from this 
preliminary study are: 
1) Polymer housing printing, component insertion, and electrical interconnection have been 

conducted on one platform. The 3D “printing” of product assemblies, rather than individual 
components, has been realized. 
 

2) This hybrid 3D printing technology has potential for low volume electrical connector product 
manufacturing.  
 

3) The 3D circuit printing process needs further study. 
 

4) Automatic process planning software and process control are needed for improving this 
electrical connector AM technology.  

 
Even though there are significant challenges in front, and this electrical connector AM platform 
study is still at proof-of-concept stage, benefits of this technology are obvious. Academic and 
industrial applications continue to emerge [Sato et al (2009)][Montoya (2008)]. 
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